Assignment 3

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Which is not a version of Data?
   - STATACorp
   - Intercooled Stata
   - Special edition Stata
   - MINWAVE Stata

   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 6
   Accepted Answers: STATACorp

2) How many maximum variables can be handled by special edition of Stata?
   - 12,098
   - 32,767
   - 2,098
   - 65,530

   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 6
   Accepted Answers: 32,767

3) Which command is used to use dataset stored on the Internet?
   - *web
   - *gss
   - *webuse
   - None of the above.

   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 6
   Accepted Answers: *web

4) What does the "#" operator display?
   - File
   - Excel
   - Or
   - Exponential

   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 6
   Accepted Answers: Not

5) Which command allows us to manually change the dataset?
   - *browse
   - *cat
   - *browse and *edit both
   - None of the above.

   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 6
   Accepted Answers: *edit

6) Which one is the basic descriptive statistics command in stata?
   - *codebook
   - *examine
   - *describe
   - *summarize

   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 6
   Accepted Answers: *summarize

7) Destring var1 replace: what result will this give?
   - It will replace the existing string var1 into numeric.
   - It will replace the existing numeric var1 into string.
   - It will replace the existing categorical string var1 into numeric.
   - It will create a new numeric var1 by replacing the previous string variable

   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 6
   Accepted Answers: It will replace the existing string var1 into numeric.

8) If we give 3 variables with the sort command, what change happens in data?
   - It will sort the data in descending order according to the first variable
   - It will sort the data in ascending order according to the first variable first, then second, and third.
   - It will sort the data in ascending order according to the last variable first, then second, and first.
   - It will throw an error.

   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 6
   Accepted Answers: It will sort the data in ascending order according to the first variable first, then second, and third.

9) Which statement in a stata do-file is used for indicating output?
   - *di
   - *if
   - *for
   - *else

   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 6
   Accepted Answers: *if

10) What is the difference between "drop if var1 = 1" and "drop if var1 == 1"? Drop if command with double equal sign will drop observation with variable having value 1 while with single equal sign will drop observations with variable having category 1.

   Yes
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 6
   Accepted Answers: True

11) What is the difference between "drop if var1 = 1" and "drop if var1 == 1"? Drop if command with double equal sign will drop observation with variable having value 1 while with single equal sign will drop observations with variable having category 1.

   True
   False
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 6
   Accepted Answers: False